
Instantly compare reports in a few 
clicks with no mistake 

Regression Spotter 



What is Regression Spotter? 
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During Kondor+ upgrades, regression testing must be performed on all Kondor+ core  

and custom reports to guarantee there is no impact on the figures. Manually 

comparing  data may cause potential human errors and significantly increase 

operational risk. 

 

 

With our Regression Spotter, you focus on reviewing the results, not comparing the 

underlying data. 

 

The Regression Spotter: 

 

 

► Compares your existing reports whether  they are core or custom  

     reports 

 

► Highlights in different colors the  differences 

 

► Reports on all differences, at high level, but  

    with drill down capability 
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Comparison definition… 

Choose the files to compare or define a project to automate the 

comparison of many files… 

You can regression test files based on various market standard formats but also on 

any Kondor+ outputs. 

 

Within a few clicks you are ready to go! 

Comparison setup & report column mapping (Drag & Drop) 
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… to go straight to the point 

Get the results in a very user friendly interface or benefit from the 

Excel power! 

You get an overview of the results and can dive to the issues in a couple of clicks. 

High Level Overview & Analysis Details 
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Key Features 

Perform report regression testing in a flexible, very light and user 

friendly Graphical User Interface 

 

Regression Spotter supports any formats 

► Market standards: CSV, Excel, BCP (from Sybase or Oracle), FIX, etc. 

► Kondor+ outputs: SQL, ASCII, XML, Historical, etc. 

► Your in-house formats via the embedded API 

 

Get the results in the tool or in your favorite Microsoft Excel 

 

Powerful features for column comparisons (primary key, tolerance, 

data type (date, string or numeric), Ignore columns, etc.) 

 

Simply compare reports or define projects to automate  

the whole testing phase 

 

Provide quality and reliable reporting results & get  

decision-making information immediately 

 

Reduce risks of errors dramatically 

 

Take less than a minute for the tool installation 
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At 2LA, we have built a wealth of experience around core product and client upgrade 

 

 

► Dozens of clients have already successfully upgraded Kondor+ and K+TP with our tools 

 

► We have participated to upgrades, including the major cross asset ones since 2007 

 

► We have very experienced profiles working on Kondor+ since 1995 

We believe that our offering can help dramatically to reduce project upgrade costs,  
decrease implementation risks, but also ensure that the project delivers more value,  
through the reuse of experience, in human (solution) or automated (product) fashion 

Contact us for more information  

or an online Webex demo: 

contact@2la-software.com 
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